Development of response selectivity in the mouse auditory cortex.
The mouse auditory system contains neurons selective for tone duration and for a narrow range of frequency modulated (FM) sweep rates. Whether such selectivity is developmentally regulated is not known. The main goal of this study was to follow the development of neuronal responses to tones (frequency and duration tuning) and FM sweeps (direction and rate selectivity) in the core auditory cortex (A1 and AAF) of ketamine/xylazine anesthetized C57bl/6 mice. Three groups were compared: postnatal day (P) 15-20, P21-30 and P31-90. Frequency tuning bandwidth decreased during the first month indicating refinement of the excitatory receptive field. Duration tuning for tones did not change during development in terms of categories of tuning types as well as measures of selectivity such as best duration and half-maximal duration. FM rate and direction selectivity were developmentally regulated. Selectivity for linear up and down FM sweeps (0.06-22 kHz/ms) was tested. The best rate and half-maximal rate of neurons categorized as fast- or band-pass selective shifted toward faster rates during development. The percentage of fast-pass selective neurons also increased during development. These data suggest that cortical neurons' discrimination and detection abilities for relatively faster sweep rates improve during development. Although on average, direction selectivity was weak across development, there was a significant shift toward upward sweep selectivity at slow rates. Thus, the C57bl/6 mouse auditory cortex is not adult-like until at least P30. The changes in response selectivity can be explained based on known developmental changes in intrinsic and synaptic properties of mouse auditory cortical neurons.